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ABSTRACT

Immersive authoring is an increasingly popular technique to
design AR/VR scenes because design and testing can be done
concurrently. Most existing systems, however, are single-user
and limited to either AR or VR, thus constrained in the interaction techniques. We present XRDirector, a role-based
collaborative immersive authoring system that enables designers to freely express interactions using AR and VR devices
as puppets to manipulate virtual objects in 3D physical space.
In XRDirector, we adapt roles known from filmmaking to
structure the authoring process and help coordinate multiple
designers in immersive authoring tasks. We study how novice
AR/VR creators can take advantage of the roles and modes
in XRDirector to prototype complex scenes with animated
3D characters, light effects, and camera movements, and also
simulate interactive system behavior in a Wizard of Oz style.
XRDirector’s design was informed by case studies around
complex 3D movie scenes and AR/VR games, as well as workshops with novice AR/VR creators. We show that XRDirector
makes it easier and faster to create AR/VR scenes without
the need for coding, characterize the issues in coordinating
designers between AR and VR, and identify the strengths and
weaknesses of each role and mode to mitigate the issues.
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INTRODUCTION

Immersive authoring enables asset creation and programming
of interactive behavior from within the virtual environment
[20]. It is a technique that allows verifying user perception of
AR/VR content and interaction usability in situ [14, 35]. Many
key vendors have an immersive authoring system (Google Tilt
Brush, Oculus Quill, Microsoft Maquette, Disney’s PoseVR,
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Figure 1. XRDirector enables designers in different roles using mixedreality devices to jointly enact prototypes using AR/VR interactions. In
our recreation of the Lion King (2019) teaser, the director instructed an
actor playing the Rafiki character to move up Pride Rock in VR and a
designer controlling the camera to focus on Rafiki in AR.

etc.). While they are becoming increasingly powerful and
popular (e.g., Google’s artist in residence program), they all
are designed for single-user usage and typically attempt to
move the entire authoring system into either AR or VR.
The goal of our work is to study the issues in enabling multiple
designers to collaborate in immersive authoring tasks, taking
advantage of both AR and VR where appropriate. XRDirector
targets co-located settings in which multiple designers collaborate at the same time and in the same place [11], which
provides many new challenges. Prior work addressed timebased and, to a lesser extent, spatial coordination issues, but
only considered scenarios where the entire team uses AR [3,
18, 9, 16] or only one user is in VR [4, 6]. Our work identifies
new, interesting issues as some designers work in VR and
others in AR. We group these issues into four main categories:
spatial awareness, constraints, mappings, and resolutions.
To study these issues, we present XRDirector, a multi-user,
cross-device, immersive authoring system (Figure 1). XRDirector demonstrates a role-based collaborative authoring approach that adapts roles known from filmmaking to structure
authoring tasks and help coordinate multiple designers. It
is through the roles combined with specific AR/VR modes
adapting view and behavior that we are able to address most
coordination issues in XRDirector. We aimed to give each role
in XRDirector autonomy in control and movement over certain
elements of a scene, but limited the number of aspects each
individual user needs to pay attention to while increasing the
need for collaboration. Traditional filmmaking is focused on
executing the director’s vision, involving coordination of all
moving parts, instruction to everyone on set, and verification

of all takes. Since the director is crucial to the production’s
success, we developed a special role with full control over
a scene, including placement and movement of 3D characters, lights, and the camera, even while being embodied and
controlled by other designers in our XRDirector system.
XRDirector was designed to study how novice AR/VR creators
can be empowered to create complex scenes, with multiple
animated 3D characters, light effects, and camera movements,
and to simulate interactive behavior in a Wizard of Oz style.
Our primary contribution is a set of immersive authoring techniques adapted from filmmaking, as well as showing how they
can be leveraged to structure collaborative authoring. We also
see value in XRDirector as a system for early-stage design
explorations, particularly when there is no animation script or
interaction design concept yet, but it is not meant to substitute
for more advanced AR/VR tools [28]. XRDirector incorporates principles from layered 3D character animation [8] and
3D puppetry [1, 2, 15], but we take the crucial next step of
extending it to collaborative authoring in mixed reality [33].
We report on our design process around XRDirector in three
steps. First, we conducted three case studies around complex 3D movie scenes and AR/VR games, initially recreating
them using low-fi prototyping without technical constraints,
then using digital tools and scripting, to better understand
requirements and inform the design of XRDirector. Second,
we conducted workshops with novice AR/VR developers, discussing their major challenges with existing tools, exploring
the potential and limitations of XRDirector when using it to
recreate selected scenes. Third, we characterized the issues
when reenacting the prototype scenes from our case studies using XRDirector, and explored additional applications to assess
its expressive power and flexibility.

motion capture system to track an actor for 3D character animation. Video and 3D puppetry [2, 15] are camera-based
systems tracking paper cut-outs and physical objects moved
by a puppeteer for 3D animation. Cellphone Puppets [29]
and PuppetPhone [1] directly turned AR phones into puppets.
XRDirector extends these techniques to multi-user collaboration scenarios. While we can leverage inside-out tracking of
devices without building special-purpose pipelines, our main
issue becomes coordinating multiple designers in AR/VR.
This was previously shown to require careful timing and extensive training [16, 18]. Haptic Turk used preemptive warnings
[4] and Turk Deck [6] a scheduler with delay mechanism to
leverage humans as actuators to create a realistic, immersive
experience. These systems required additional devices such as
iPads and a projector for coordination displays. Without turntaking techniques [5] they are limited to one VR player. With
XRDirector, we present a role-based framework for coordinating co-located teams of designers in mixed reality, without
extensive instrumentation or additional displays.

XRDirector adds to prior AR/VR prototyping and Wizard of
Oz tools, and performance animation and puppetry interfaces.

Other related systems include GestureWiz [34] and Montage
[22]. GestureWiz uses human wizards to simulate gesturebased interfaces. Montage provides a comprehensive video
prototyping suite to simulate interactive systems with support for AR. We developed XRDirector in the same spirit, but
wanted to produce system output beyond videos so that the
resulting prototypes do not just live or die with the prototyping
tool. We share the goals of sketch-based animation tools, KSketch [7], Apparition [19], and SketchExpress [21], in that we
also want to generate complex animations from simple demonstrations. We present a solution to generate 3D animations and
interactive behavior from demonstrated AR/VR interactions
in XRDirector. Similar to [8, 23], XRDirector implements
post-production tools to transform tracking data along both the
time and space dimensions. Unlike prior work, we study how
these techniques can be used to overcome spatial coordination
challenges when coordinating multiple designers.

AR/VR Prototyping and Wizard of Oz Tools

WORKSHOPS WITH NOVICE AR/VR DEVELOPERS

Early immersive authoring tools allowing designers to create
AR/VR content directly in AR/VR were inspirational to our
work (e.g., [14, 20, 35]. Our work also shares goals with
Studierstube [31] and DART [24, 13], with initial support
for collaboration and Wizard of Oz based on record & replay of sensor data [9, 10]. More recent tools like ARcadia
[17], ProtoAR [27], and 360proto [26] focus on creating mappings between physical artifacts and digital representations for
AR/VR—ARcadia adapts a block-based scripting language
for AR and allows markers to function as input and control;
ProtoAR generates mobile screens with embedded AR scenes
from paper sketches and Play-Doh models; 360proto turns
paper sketches themselves into 360-degree representations of
AR/VR environments. XRDirector is a continuation of these
tools: it captures physical movement and translates it into 3D
animations of virtual objects during immersive authoring.

In the following, we describe our process of learning about
requirements for new tools like XRDirector. In a first step,
we wanted to gather feedback from novice AR/VR developers
regarding their experience with existing tools and challenges
they commonly faced when creating AR/VR prototypes. In
a second step, we carried out three case studies recreating
existing 3D movie and AR/VR games scenes.

Performance Animation and Puppetry Interfaces

Findings. In total, we saw a good mix of AR/VR scenes. To
create these scenes, 7 students used A-Frame and 5 students
used Unity. Each of the scenes presented had an average

BACKGROUND

We think of XRDirector as an extension of earlier performance
animation tools. Dontcheva et al. [8] used a multi-camera

Structure. We recruited 12 master’s students (10 females, 2
males, with a median age of 25) from an AR/VR development
course with a median of 3 months experience working with
A-Frame and Unity. We started the workshops by asking the
students to present a challenging AR or VR scene they had
developed. We asked each student to walk us through key
features of their scene and explain the major challenges they
had creating the scene. After all students had stated their
challenges, we asked them each to pick one main challenge.

of 2–3 different types of animations (scripted 3D character
motions, light effects, camera movements, particle systems).
Overall, students found difficulty with animating objects in
their scenes in a natural way. In particular, they found it
tedious to create lots of concurrent animations and hard to
do this efficiently. In this same vein, they found it difficult
to apply unique motions to objects, as this required manually
coding each individual movement. While some issues may
be resolved with more experience in AR/VR programming or
using additional animation tools, our students are not the first
to report such issues and to see them as major barriers [2, 15].

we were able to replicate most camera movements and compositions with reasonable accuracy, our scenes did not match
the quality of the original trailer. To achieve higher fidelity,
our prototype would need to have much more detailed models,
with hair, fur and movable joints, which would have required
many weeks of model sculpting, rigging, and animation in
several 3D tools. Using our selected tools to create the scenes
was tedious, as moving and placing objects as well as scripting
object movements required a lot of trial and error.
Case Study 2: Beat Saber

CASE STUDIES

We conducted three case studies around complex 3D movie
scenes and AR/VR games, each involving two rounds of prototyping: 1) physical prototyping with no technical considerations, 2) digital prototyping in existing tools to create and
experience a prototype on AR/VR devices. We used common
tools for 3D modeling and immersive authoring (Blender and
Google Blocks) and AR/VR platforms (A-Frame and Unity).
Case Study 1: Lion King (2019) Teaser

As our first case study, we recreated elements from the first
teaser trailer of the Lion King (2019) remake. We selected it
because of its high quality animations. It was also an interesting case because filming was done completely in VR [12].

Our second case study was a recreation of the VR game, Beat
Saber (Figure 4). In the game, blocks move towards the player
who swings the sabers to slash the blocks in half. We chose
this case because of its relative popularity and the rapid object
movements coordinated with light and sound effects.
Physical Prototype
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Figure 4. Physical and digital recreations of Beat Saber to study requirements for rapid object movement, lighting, and sound in VR.
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Figure 2. Physical prototype based on Lion King teaser to understand
requirements for camera and 3D character movements.

Figure 2 shows a collage of different elements we recreated
using paper prototyping in combination with Play-Doh based
on the methods presented in [27]. From the physical prototype,
we learned how a variety of different camera angles and movements can come together in a scene, from a far away view of
Pride Rock, to close-ups of Simba (Figure 2a and c). We also
learned how differently detailed models were required for the
same 3D character to accomplish different types of motions.
For example, in one scene, Rafiki moves from climbing up a
rock to breaking a vine over his head with his arms (Figure 2b
and d). It was easier to create two models for those visuals
than to try to contort one model into both positions.

Even though the video game displays a seemingly simple
interface with straightforward interactions, it was challenging
to recreate the steady and measured movements of the game
blocks. In the physical prototype, we were able to reproduce
all of the scene elements but compromised on the flashing
background lights. Cutting the block in half was also difficult
to simulate, requiring coordinated movement between the
player and two puppeteers, each holding a piece in both hands.
Digital Prototype

With our digital prototype of Beat Saber, we found that adjusting the light to match the beat of the music required a lot of
manual scripting and tuning of animation timings. Though we
simplified the background and some effects from the original,
such as the cubes not splitting in half, we were able to recreate
the basic game mechanics with few challenges in A-Frame.
Case Study 3: ARcade Plane
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Figure 3. Digital Lion King recreation with 3D models created in Blocks
and Blender as well as scripted animations in A-Frame and Unity.

While creating the digital prototype of the Lion King scenes,
we noticed the complexity in terms of 3D character animation,
camera movements, and scene transitions (Figure 3). While

b

Figure 5. Recreations of ARcade Plane to learn about requirements for
3D character movement, directional light, and shadows in AR.

The third case study was a replication of the AR game, ARcade
Plane (Figure 5). In the game, the user is given a task to
navigate a plane around objects in a digital town. The plane is
controlled by moving and tilting the phone, a common set of
mobile AR interactions, which is why we chose this case.
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Figure 6. Roles and functions in XRDirector: X = role can execute function; O = role sees result of function; – = role does not support function.

Physical Prototype

R3: Clearly established roles to facilitate collaboration

We created the 2D HUD using transparency and 3D characters
out of paper and Play-Doh, replicating most aspects of the
original game but not including sound. One puppeteer moved
the plane model and also used their phone’s flashlight for
lighting. Close coordination between the puppeteer and the
player was required, since the puppeteer needed to guess the
player’s intended actions. This required verbal communication
and a shared sense of the anticipated end result.

Physical prototyping made it easy to lend each other a hand
and help with filming while 3D characters were being animated in front of the camera. While roles stayed mostly the
same, the camera operator often also worked as director by
quickly adding or removing elements from the scene. Collaboration on digital prototypes was much more difficult to
coordinate despite using online editors such as CodePen and
Glitch with state-of-the-art collaboration tools. In XRDirector,
we wanted to facilitate collaboration between designers by
establishing clearly defined roles. Initially, we only distinguished between the director and puppeteer roles, but after our
case studies, we strongly felt the need for a separation of roles
into actors, lights, and the camera, giving full control over all
scene elements only to a user in the director role.

Digital Prototype

Our digital prototype focused on the 3D characters from the
original game—replicating the 2D HUD was secondary. For
the plane and light movements, each motion step needed to
be scripted in terms of position and rotation changes, which
required many lines of code for only a small set of movements.

XRDIRECTOR
REQUIREMENTS

From these case studies, we identified three main requirements
that we wanted to address with XRDirector:
R1: Flexible workflows for prototyping 3D animations

Physical prototyping was easy and highly iterative. After a
first recording was taken, missing parts could be added, existing ones remolded, and the scene shot again until satisfied.
On the other hand, if only some elements of an animation did
not feel right, typically the entire animation had to be recreated, causing another iteration. Digital prototyping required
careful planning and felt much more constrained. 3D animation required a lot more effort and was tedious with scripting.
Recording was typically delayed until all scene elements were
in place. In XRDirector, we aimed to enable flexible workflows similar to physical prototyping, by allowing animations
to be demonstrated without scripting, layered to support iterations, and modified to make corrections post-hoc.
R2: Joint control over multiple moving parts

Physical prototyping afforded creative use of additional materials to make physical props stick and move with a person
or other objects. We felt that we achieved better results the
more control we could exercise over the object, which was
hard for particularly small or large objects. Often it was best to
take objects apart and allow individual parts to be controlled
by more than one person or using additional people to fix
parts that should not be moving. We used the same strategy
in digital prototyping though it was more tedious to produce
complex animations from multiple moving parts via scripting.
In XRDirector, we wanted to enable designers to jointly create complex scenes by embodying multiple 3D characters or
assisting with detailed animations of the same character.

At the highest level, XRDirector distinguishes two main concepts: roles and modes. Roles are assigned to users and determine what types of virtual objects in the scene users can view
and manipulate. Modes are assigned to devices and determine
how users view and author the scene.
Roles

We developed five roles in XRDirector (Figure 6):
• actors animate 3D characters and produce spatial sound;
• lights control lighting of the scene to create basic effects;
• camera records 3D character animations and light effects;
• director orchestrates actors, lights, and the camera via verbal instructions, or takes direct control over them (e.g., to
move them and demonstrate a performance);
• viewers can see the live performance or watch a recording.
As shown in Figure 6, the director has full control over the
entire system, while other roles only have access to a subset
of the system functions. This effectively enables usage by a
single designer in the role of director or focusing on the particular requirements of 3D character animation, light effects,
and camera transitions when multiple designers are involved.
We designed our role-based framework that way to reduce the
perceived complexity, hence the learning curve, of our system,
and enhance collaboration, hoping that it would help distribute
the work between designers and make it easier for the director
to instruct designers on a per-role basis. While roles other than
the director have specific, fixed functions, switching roles only
requires changing a parameter in XRDirector. This enables
quick transition to other roles in our collaboration framework.
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Figure 7. Recreation of the Lion King Teaser in XRDirector showing the views of four designers in different roles side-by-side: actor, light, camera,
director (all represented by avatars): a) the actor moves the Rafiki character up Pride Rock; b) the light dims the ambient light to crossfade between
scenes; c) the camera zooms and keeps Rafiki in view; and d) the director oversees the scene, instructs the actor, light, and camera, and functions as
their common reference point. Widgets (in gray) floating over the scene can be used to edit selected virtual objects and perform role-specific functions.

To facilitate coordination in embodied mixed reality [32, 33],
all roles are represented by virtual avatars (Figure 7b). The
camera is a fixed 3D model with an enlarged lens; other roles
are color-coded heads with enlarged eyeballs. The lens and
eyes show orientation and indicate each role’s perspective on
the scene. When actors and lights select a 3D character or
light source in the scene, their avatars are hidden such that
they effectively become the selected virtual object.
Viewers only see the 3D characters and light sources, not the
actors’ virtual avatars. This makes for a clean viewer experience, gives the illusion of a “working prototype” in Wizard
of Oz applications of XRDirector, and addresses a limitation
of previous works that struggled to remove the puppeteer or
wizard from viewers [2, 26]. Multiple viewers are possible
and share the view of the camera, as in the movies, or move
freely in the scene, making it interactive.
The camera and director roles have access to a special scale
function to resize all virtual objects at once while keeping
their position and size in the scene fixed. We added this
feature to better align the virtual world with the physical world
and space available to designers to express interactions. Note
that this scale function does not take effect for viewers who
always view the scene at true scale. We will later demonstrate
the importance of this function for spatial coordination with
multiple designers using XRDirector in different modes.
Modes

We also developed three modes in XRDirector:
• Plain 3D mode: the user views a perspective rendering of
the scene on a computer screen and transforms the view and
a selected object by using WASD keys and dragging the
mouse similar to FPS games. It is the basis of other modes.

• AR mode: the user views the scene as magic window with
skybox or rear camera feed on a hand-held or head-worn
AR device and transforms the camera perspective and a
selected object by moving the device in physical space.

• VR mode: the user views a stereoscopic rendering of the
scene on a VR headset and transforms the view and a selected object by moving the headset in physical space.
Plain 3D is similar to common 3D digital authoring tools,
while AR/VR modes enable immersive authoring.
For the VR mode, we added an option to attach the selected object to the controller to move it separately from the designer’s
view of the scene. We did this to match the flexibility of the
AR mode supporting hand-held and head-worn devices. It was
also motivated by our case studies where we varied the body
parts to better fit requirements of natural movements.
In addition to a teleport function common to many AR/VR
applications for travelling virtual distance without moving
physically, each mode implements two functions to deal with
calibration and locomotion differences between modes: a recenter function moves the virtual world so that it is centered
on the designer’s virtual position independent of their physical location; a reposition function moves the selected object
relative to the designer’s virtual position or relative to the VR
controller’s position if that option is selected.
The first function allows a designer to realign the virtual world
around their position in physical space. This enables calibration with collaborators without having to restart the system
and also helps recover from AR/VR tracking issues, which
still frequently occur with inside-out tracked devices.

The second function allows a designer to keep the virtual
object in view while they are manipulating it as they would
otherwise occupy the same virtual space as the object they are
controlling. This can be crucial for a designer when getting
familiar with a new role. Seeing the character movement in
third person can also enhance feedback and feel of control.
USING XRDIRECTOR

Figure 7 shows our Lion King recreation detailed later with
one designer controlling lighting in AR mode to lit the scene,
a second designer moving the camera in AR mode to keep
Rafiki in frame, a third controlling the Rafiki character in VR
mode, and the director coordinating all three in the plain 3D
mode. Note that changes made to the scene by one designer
are immediately propagated to designers on other devices.

AR/VR device motions in physical space to object motions in
virtual space. Because AR/VR device can be tracked along six
degrees-of-freedom at fairly high precision, this gives designers full control over character animation and allows them to
freely express interactions. The character’s appearance can be
changed using widgets for the 3D model, color, size, opacity,
and visibility. Figure 10 shows the third designer in the actor
role controlling the Rafiki character to simulate walking up
Pride Rock.
Rafiki
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Actor (VR)

Camera (AR)

Camera

1b
Rafiki

Lights, Camera, Action!

Below we walk through the experience of using XRDirector
to prototype scenes from our Lion King case study. While we
keep the examples relatively simple, the scenes have sufficient
complexity to demonstrate key aspects of XRDirector.

Figure 10. Actor moves up Pride Rock in VR while camera moves backward (dolly-out) in AR mode to keep the zoom on Rafiki the same.

Controlling Lights

Rescaling the Virtual World

A key aspect when authoring 3D scenes is lighting. The light
role is responsible for more than just controlling basic intensity, contrast, or color parameters. Lights are interactive and
can create different effects, from controlling global illumination for fade and dim effects, to partial illumination casting
shadows, to color toning and shading individual objects. Such
effects can be created via an intensity slider and color picker.
Figure 8 shows the first AR designer embodying ambient light
to increase brightness and fade in the Lion King opening scene.

Figure 10 also shows the second designer moving the camera to keep the zoom on the Rafiki character the same during
movement. This requires both time-based and spatial coordination between VR actor and the AR camera. In this paper,
we focus primarily on spatial coordination between AR/VR
designers and aim to show that the director role is vital to
address these issues. Figure 10 is representative of two of
the issues we will detail later: spatial constraints and spatial
mappings. One of the special functions the director has is the
rescale function. Figure 11 shows the director temporarily
reducing the scale of the virtual world such that the designer’s
physical movements translate to larger object movements in
the scene. Additionally, the AR actor could choose a different
starting position for the camera and recenter the virtual world.
This would lead to different virtual–physical spatial mappings
between the AR and VR actors. As a result, the AR camera
would see the VR actor at a different virtual position than
where they are in physical space, but this would make better
use of limited physical space and avoid collisions.

Light (AR)

a

Light (AR)

b

Figure 8. Light increases the brightness in Lion King’s opening scene.

Controlling the Camera

XRDirector supports natural camera movements known from
filmmaking: pan by rotating the device while keeping the
position fixed to change the orientation; dolly by moving the
device to change the position in the virtual world in the AR/VR
modes; and zoom by moving a slider to magnify the scene
without changing the camera position. Figure 9 shows the second AR designer in the camera role moving the camera (here,
the AR capable phone) to zoom in on the Rafiki character.
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Figure 11. Rescaling the scene to make do with limited physical space.
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Camera (AR)

Record & Replay of Object Manipulations

Since changes made to any virtual object take immediate effect
in the scene, the same tools used for authoring can be used for
performance animation and Wizard of Oz.
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Figure 9. Camera moves forward (dolly-in) to zoom on Rafiki in AR.

Controlling 3D Characters

Similar to lights and the camera, designers in the actor role
can control 3D characters by using XRDirector to translate

Recording performances

Designers in the camera or director roles have access to XRDirector’s record & replay functions to create animations and effects (Figure 7c and d). When recording is initiated, XRDirector captures the states of the 3D characters, lights, and cameras

in terms of their position, rotation, and size. Recorded object
trajectories are visualized via motion paths (Figure 7c). Our
implementation also keeps track of a set of pre-specified components (material color and opacity, light color and intensity,
and camera zoom, per default) in real-time. After recording
these initial states, XRDirector continuously tracks changes to
these properties and builds a timeline of events. This makes
it possible to record natural 3D character movements, crossfading light effects, changing brightness or color, and camera
transitions. Similar to Dontcheva et al. [8], our record method
allows iterative, overlapping recordings in which additional
properties can be modulated along a shared timeline. This
enables detailed and concurrent animations of more than one
object even by a single designer in the director role.

allows to correct animations created by multiple designers
where timing was not right or to try out and toggle alternative
animations. It also enables more complex animations based on
multiple separate demonstrations of even a single designer to
be layered [8]. Figure 13 shows our proof-of-concept layering
of two animation sequences for the Rafiki character.

Layering
move1 & rotate1

a

b

Figure 13. Layering move & rotate animation sequences of Rafiki.

Synchronized playback across devices

IMPLEMENTATION

XRDirector also features a replay tool that reproduces the
recorded animation steps and synchronizes them with other
devices. To do this, our replay tool first hides all current
puppets in the scene for all clients, then spawns ghost actors
controlled by the system for each of the recorded puppets that
recreate the recorded states in real-time. The actual animation
script therefore only needs to be invoked for the designer in the
camera/director role, while the ghost actors ensure state-based
client synchronization. This networked replay approach is
lightweight and happens in real-time (avoiding transfer of the
entire animation script with all its properties). It also allows
other clients to join a session even during record & replay and
still be in sync with all other clients.

XRDirector is implemented using the web-based A-Frame XR
development platform originally created by Mozilla. While
A-Frame XR supports a rapidly growing range of mixedreality devices, we have successfully tested the system on
Android phones with ARCore on Google’s WebARonARCore
browser, Windows Mixed Reality with SteamVR on Firefox,
and HoloLens on Edge. A new AR/VR device can start or
join an existing prototyping session simply by navigating to a
shared URL in a WebXR capable browser. Real-time synchronization between multiple users and devices is implemented
using Networked A-Frame based on the WebRTC standard
using the easyrtc library. Our record & replay tools are implemented using the A-Frame animation component which is
based on the anime.js animation engine.

Post-processing of Recorded Animations

To enable the director to adjust recorded animations post-hoc,
we developed two additional interfaces to scale movement
trajectories and animation timelines.
Rescaling movement trajectories

We implemented a proof-of-concept interface for adjusting
trajectories using input fields to modify the scale along x, y,
and z dimensions independently. Figure 12 shows an example
where we downscaled the recorded trajectory for the Rafiki
character to better match the scale of our Pride Rock 3D
model and reproduce the movement from the Lion King teaser.
Our algorithm determines the geometric center as the point
around which the animation will be rescaled, then applies
vector transformations for all recorded trajectory points.
Rafiki

Rafiki

scale = (0.5,0.5,0.5)
scale = (1,1,1)
a

b

Figure 12. Downscaling the recorded trajectory of the Rafiki character.

Layering animation timelines

We also implemented a interface for freely adjusting the timing
of animations recorded for one or more objects. The director can adjust the start and end times of each animation by
dragging the handles and uncheck animations to disable them.
This adjusts the delay and duration property of the corresponding A-Frame animation component. The interface therefore

FINAL WORKSHOPS WITH XRDIRECTOR

As a formative evaluation of our system, we conducted followup workshops with the same 12 students we previously recruited, asking them to use XRDirector to recreate scenes they
found challenging to build in A-Frame and Unity.
Method

We asked participants to create four teams of three each. From
the 12 scenes discussed in the initial workshops, we selected
four with at least 2–3 animated 3D characters, light effects
and camera movements, then assigned the director role to the
original creator of each selected scene and assigned actor roles
to the remaining two team members. After a brief introduction to our system, teams were given 90 minutes to practice
their roles and recreate the 2–3 animations with XRDirector. We set up three work stations running XRDirector per
team, one station with a 48” screen, one with a Windows
Mixed Reality VR headset and controllers, and one with an
ARCore enabled smartphone. Each team also had a neutral
observer from the research team that recorded prototyping
activity and answered technical questions. Teams stayed the
same and worked separately but came together in a discussion
round. Finally, participants filled in a feedback questionnaire
on strengths and weaknesses of XRDirector,and received a
$20 gift card as compensation for their time.
Results

Below, we present our analysis of participant feedback and
observer notes using thematic coding.
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Figure 14. Final case studies with XRDirector: (1a) spatial coordination between VR actor and AR camera was hard due to the same mappings resulting in physical constraints; (1b) director kept the mappings but demonstrated how to optimize camera movement with limited physical space; (2a)
spatial coordination between VR actor and VR viewer was hard due to different mappings and virtual references given by director not matching the
physical world (“move towards [the VR viewer]”); (2b) director kept the mappings but moved the VR actor to a matching physical location and used
universal references (“move back and forth”); (3a) spatial coordination was hard for two VR actors who wanted to coordinate small movements of a
character’s head and body due to low resolution of the scene, resulting in jitter and uncontrolled motions of the tiny character parts; (3b) director upscaled the scene, which relaxed character movement, and demonstrated how to coordinate motions between the VR actors given the different mappings;
(4a) spatial coordination between AR actor and AR viewer was hard due to low resolution resulting from the downscaled scene to use the same mappings,
which limited character movement; (4b) director demonstrated how to pronounce physical motion to increase the realism of character movement.

Animation without coding is a strong benefit

In the initial workshops, the participants expressed difficulty
creating sequential animations through scripting. They rated
the experience using XRDirector to create animations as being
easy and helpful, especially for AR actors: “Easy to create animation curves.” “It is really helpful for prototyping animation.”
“No need to write code! That is nice!” The ability to watch the
replay synchronized on all devices was also highlighted: “The
animation replication feature is super cool.”
Flexible tool for collaboration in mixed reality

While we observed an initial learning curve, participants had
no trouble understanding their roles: “Users can easily understand the role and start testing this system.” The role of the
director was critical to the success of the collaboration activity.
They guided the actors to complete their tasks through hand
gestures, verbal directions, and physically moving the actors
into position. When directors did not give sufficient directions,
actors would look at other actors and the director’s screen to
orient themselves in the scene. Complex coordination between
actors was still difficult to achieve, especially when one actor
was in VR and the other in AR. Because participants started
from scratch and recreated the 3D characters, the actors did
not have any landmarks, making coordination harder [25].
All roles are important

Having the director change perspective and take control of
actor actions solved confusion in several cases. For example,
when the actors had difficulty scaling their 3D character or
knowing when their avatar was dressed with the selected object, the director stepped in. In one team, the director flew
above the actors to gain a greater perspective on the scene and
provide more accurate verbal directions for the actors. For
the actors, however, this strategy introduced new coordination challenges because the director’s avatar was not in their

field of view anymore. This showed us the importance of the
camera as common reference point for actors.
FINAL CASE STUDIES WITH XRDIRECTOR

In this section, we revisit our three case studies and report on
our experiences recreating them with XRDirector.
We selected a total of six scenes from our three case studies.
One of the authors assumed the director role and briefly recreated every scene with a special producer mode of XRDirector
simulating up to four roles on the same device side-by-side
(cf. Figure 7). This allowed him to develop a plan for instructing the roles and suggest modes when the research team came
together for the reenactments summarized below. While we
had access to more devices, we ended up needing two VR
setups, two AR phones, and one large screen for the director.
We recorded our final case studies for video analysis.
Figure 14 shows examples from our recreated scenes and
illustrates common challenges. We start by analyzing the
required effort, then discuss common challenges and how
we addressed them using XRDirector, and conclude with a
comparison of the strengths and weaknesses we noticed with
different role/mode combinations.
We were able to recreate the six selected scenes from our
physical and digital prototypes using collaborative immersive
authoring with XRDirector. Since the quality of the created
product depends on time, we fixed the times prior to the experiment. Including filming and fixing some technical issues with
SteamVR, we spent three hours to recreate four scenes from
Lion King and one hour for Beat Saber and ARcade Plane
each. Compared to the low effort for the physical prototypes
and high effort for the digital A-Frame and Unity prototypes
(with high-fidelity 3D models and scripted animations closely
following the original character, light, and camera movement),

we found the effort with XRDirector to be low–medium with
major time savings due to collaborative animations production.

2a

Rafiki

In our video analysis, we identified issues related to spatial
coordination and selected representative examples shown in
Figure 14. We found four classes of issues:
• spatial awareness: differences in designers’ positions relative to virtual or physical objects, differences between
virtual and physical world geometry, or differences in the
designers’ views with no common reference points cause
coordination challenges—most challenging for the director
instructing actors on where and how to move in virtual or
physical space, for example, when the director wanted the
AR camera or VR actor to move in a particular way or to a
specific location (Figure 14.1 and 3).
• spatial constraints: differences between dimensions of
the virtual and the physical worlds or differences between
volumetric shapes of the virtual and physical world cause
coordination challenges—most challenging when physical
space is too limited, for example, when the VR actor and
AR camera almost collided (Figure 14.1), or when physical
geometry makes it hard to perform movements that match
the requirements of the virtual world, for example, when
Rafiki was to move up Pride Rock the actor simulated this
by initially bending down (Figure 9.1);
• spatial mappings: differences in coordinate spaces between devices or accumulated tracking error cause coordination challenges—most challenging when designers use
the same mode, for example, when one VR actor was to
move the cubes while the VR player was swinging the
sabers (Figure 14.2) or when one AR actor was to fly the
plane while the AR camera was to pan and tilt to keep it in
view (Figure 14.4);
• spatial resolutions: differences in tracking precision between devices or due to rescaling the virtual world cause
coordination challenges—most challenging when actors
needed to perform slow or no movements, for example,
when Simba’s head was to turn while keeping the rest of
the body still and two VR actors simulated this with one
turning the HMD controlling the head and the other keeping the body pose still (Figure 14.3), or when movements
had to be compressed/exaggerated to counterbalance reduced/increased world scale, for example, when the plane
was to fly realistically and the AR actor had to perform
almost parabolic motion (Figure 14.4);
Workarounds in XRDirector and Trade-offs

We note that most instances of spatial coordination challenges
were of more than one class of issue and that the challenges
seemed harder the more issues came together. Our video
analysis showed that the functions provided by XRDirector
helped address the vast majority of issues, but that selection
and use of the best function to counteract an issue required
practice and making trade-offs. The two key functions we
made extensive use of were the recenter and rescale functions.
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Figure 15. Recenter and rescale functions: 1) in Lion King, the camera
moves to a different spot in the room and recenters the virtual world
(reset position to (0, 0, 0)) to make better use of limited physical space in
AR; 2) in Beat Saber, the director rescales the virtual world (reduce scale
to 0.5) to allow the actor moving the cubes to travel farther in VR—the
viewer is not impacted by this and views everything at original scale.

Recenter Function

Workarounds. Figure 15.1 illustrates the use of the recenter
function to resolve spatial constraints and align spatial mappings between designers. To work with limited physical space,
the AR camera first moved to a different physical location,
then recentered the virtual world to reset their location in the
virtual world and demonstrate the movement starting from that
position. When done as illustrated, this also aligned the spatial
mapping with the location of the VR actor so that the designer
in the camera role could see the actor and Rafiki character at
matching positions in AR.
Trade-offs. Figure 14.1 depicts a near collision due to limited
physical space for the subsequent dolly-out move. The AR
camera could have moved to a different physical position
and could have recentered again. The trade-offs are that this
would require a cut and a second take to continue the scene
and would again increase the differences in spatial mappings
between designers. Therefore, the director resolved the issue
by downscaling the world and guiding the AR camera’s hand
movement to record the dolly-in and out in one take.
Rescale Function

Workarounds. Figure 15.2 illustrates the use of the rescale
function to increase spatial resolution and take advantage of
different spatial mappings. One of the primary challenges in
Beat Saber was that the cubes had to move increasingly faster
towards the player with the sabers over a relatively long distance in virtual space. The director solved this by downsizing
the virtual world such that the virtual objects shrink in size.
As a result, the same physical motion as at the original size
would make the cubes appear to move faster and farther in
virtual space. Importantly, the change in world scale is not
visible to viewers, resulting in a seamless viewer experience.
Trade-offs. The difference in perceived motion when changing the size of the virtual world creates a mismatch between
the designer’s movement in physical space and the resulting
3D character’s trajectory. For example, when the virtual world
is scaled very large, dolly moves in virtual space will need
to be exaggerated, while tilts and pans directly match the designer’s movement in physical space. While we were able
to balance these differences with practice, they could also be
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Figure 16. Roles and modes in XRDirector: comparing strengths and weaknesses of each role/mode combination.

addressed algorithmically by adding support for non-linear
mappings in XRDirector via gain functions [30].
Strengths and Weaknesses of Role/Mode Combinations

We found that XRDirector’s expressive power and flexibility
comes from the flexibility to match roles and modes. The best
role/mode match is a function of i) the type of virtual object
being controlled, ii) where the object is located in physical
space, iii) how the object needs to move in virtual space.
Using XRDirector to recreate the case studies and our testdriven development of each role and mode allowed us to identify strengths and weaknesses of role/mode combinations. Figure 16 details our analysis. The overall concerns directly
relate to the identified spatial challenges: knowing how the
scene views for other designers, having precise control over
movements, and acting on the director’s instructions.
In terms of overall preferences, our designers in the actor role
preferred to animate a 3D character according to their exact
head movements in VR mode, designers in the camera role
preferred the AR mode on the phone, in both cases because
it seemed more intuitive to them. Our director preferred the
3D mode to maintain an overview of what happens in the
virtual world and because he did not interfere with designers
performing in physical space.
ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS

In this section, we present two additional applications we
created with XRDirector (Figure 17). These examples are
meant to demonstrate creative usage of XRDirector and ways
of enabling Wizard of Oz. They are also interesting because
they started to look at possible future extensions.
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Figure 17. More applications: 1) Kung Fu Stickman based on four AR
phones strapped to the VR actor’s limbs; 2) Iron Man HUD simulated
by a VR actor placing a video screen to face a VR viewer.

Kung Fu Stickmen

Our first application was a recreation of the once popular
Kung Fu Stickman series (Figure 17.1). The series consisted
of stick figure fighting scenes animated in Flash. Our idea
was to instrument a VR actor with multiple AR phones to
track his joints and animate a stick figure. The first attempt
was to create the puppet by nesting a sphere for the head
and stretched boxes for the arms and legs in A-Frame. This
worked in principle to animate the different joints. However,
the lack of a precise calibration method for ARCore Android

phones and the fact that tracking error accumulates quickly
with rapid movements caused the joints not to hold together
nicely. Our solution was to add physics to the scene and add
joints with cone twist constraints to the stickfigure. This then
caused the issue that physics would be run and simulated on
each device, for which we developed a method that only the
director runs the physics to animate dynamic bodies such that
body movement is automatically synced with other clients.
Iron Man

Our second application was a recreation of the Iron Man HUD
(Figure 17.2). Our idea was to allow a viewer to experience
the HUD on a VR headset, while a VR actor moves different
screens into view to compose the HUD for the viewer. We
prototyped the HUD screens as an animated slidedeck consisting of several layers in Keynote and exported each layer
as a separate video. While it was fast and easy to compose
the A-Frame scene from the video assets mapped onto semitransparent planes, it was initially hard for the VR actor to
control visibility and simulate a dynamic HUD for the viewer.
Our solution was to use black fog in the scene around the
viewer so that different HUD components could be quickly
and easily shown or hidden just based on distance from the
viewer. As an extension of this, we built on XRDirector’s
WebRTC infrastructure to render a life video feed from the
actor on one device to the headset, enabling the simulation of
a video chat or personal assistant by another actor.
CONCLUSION

We presented XRDirector, a collaborative mixed-reality system that orchestrates multiple designers working on AR/VR
authoring tasks by assigning them specific roles inspired from
film making. We showed that XRDirector is able to recreate
fairly complex 3D, VR, and AR scenes in less than 30 minutes, which previously required hours of AR/VR development
effort. Based on our investigations around XRDirector, we see
a lot of generative power and a flexible platform for experimentation. While we included initial usages of the system for
Wizard of Oz, we believe that this is one of the main future
research directions. We hope that XRDirector’s tight integration with A-Frame can reduce the learning curve and enable
progression towards fuller usage of such AR/VR development
platforms. We observed how our role-based prototyping framework makes key concepts of mixed-reality interfaces such as
virtual cameras, 3D animation, and lighting easily understandable. We hope that tools like XRDirector will enable broader
participation of less technical designers. This is something
we would like to enable by making XRDirector available to
interested researchers and practitioners.
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